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Section 1: Rationale, guidelines, and plan outlines 

Overview  
Under all scenarios and models, our goal is to provide equitable access to 
an outstanding education for all of our scholars.  
 
The school is not able to immediately accommodate every student/family 
who wants to be in the building due to staffing limitations and space 
constraints related to social distancing guidelines. In order to equitably 
distribute the limited number of in-person seats, members of our 
administrative team assessed the level of need of all students. Once the 
school is able to assist the scholars with the highest level of need, we will 
move into the next phases of reopening. 
 
In addition, we believe that a careful and measured reopening will allow us 
to move continually forward to complete reopening more smoothly.  
 
 
If Stokes is not fully reopened in the fall, will the school operate under a 
hybrid model where all students receive some in-person instruction?  
 
Yes. The exact rotation patterns and size of cohorts is yet to be determined 
based on our available space, level of COVID community spread, and social 
distancing guidelines.  
 
 
Why are the younger kids coming back earlier than the older students? 
 



In-person learning is essential for young children, who often need intensive 
parental supervision just to log on to their devices for virtual learning. Every 
aspect of virtual learning from signing in to completing assignments, 
requires basic literacy – which most pre-kindergarten and kindergarten 
students do not have.  
 
 
Timelines - Why is hybrid not happening immediately?  
 
Our current re-entry plan envisions bringing students in to the buildings in 
phases.  We are bringing in students for assessments in February, followed 
by our highest need students in March, then our Pre-K/K students in April 
and finally our 1st -5th grade students during the summer. 
 
We are not able to reopen for all students immediately because of staffing 
capacity and space limitations required for social distancing.  Current DC 
Health and OSSE guidelines dictate that a maximum of 12-13 persons 
occupy one indoor space.  There must be at least 6 feet between each 
person.  We do not have enough rooms in our school buildings to 
accommodate all students and staff at one time given these requirements.  
We are actively searching for additional spaces to lease that can 
accommodate more students and staff. Because we will need additional 
space, we will also need to bring in additional staff to work with the 
children in those spaces.  We are in the process of hiring additional staff as 
well. 
 
 
Under the more limited hybrid option scenario, will there be any childcare 
options for families with working parents who must return to work in-
person in the fall?  
 
No. Under the hybrid model, we will provide in-person learning for the 
maximum number of students that we can accommodate safely at a given 
time. For students who are not in-person on a given day, whether due to 
capacity limitations or family preferences, we will have virtual learning. 
 

Details of plans  
Can you share more details about the hybrid model? How often will my child 
be on campus? 
 
Details of the hybrid model are still in development. Some details will 
depend on available space, number of scholars who elect to come in 
person, and the status of COVID restrictions in the city. 
 



 
What does the timeline look like between bringing in students who have the 
highest need and then inviting additional students? 
 
We are not yet sure of these details. The largest factors are space 
availability and staffing.  
 
 
Will distance learning remain available to interested families? 
 
Yes. We are still working through the details of offering distance learning 
during DC’s Phase 3 when we can re-open school buildings fully. We 
anticipate that it will change from the current format where teachers have 
daily live sessions with students. 
 
 
What was the process for determining that 36 students and 10 staff to be in 
school at a given time across both campuses? It would be useful to 
understand the parameters that you all were thinking about when coming 
up with these numbers.  
 
In-school cohort numbers are based on the square footage of classrooms 
given the current social distancing guidelines. In addition, some cohorts 
have a need for additional staffing, as in the case of students who have one-
on-one aides and distance learning support staff.  
 
Students were assessed on a need basis with factors including educational 
supports that they are receiving, adult supervision at home during the day, 
and difficulties during distance learning.  
 
Since our initial estimate of 36 students across the two campuses, we’ve 
expanded the program to approximately 24 students each at East End and 
at Brookland. 
 

External and school 
conditions 

 
What are the conditions we are waiting for to return students and teachers 
back full-time immediately? In the fall? 
 
In addition to issues of community spread and vaccine access, the most 
significant hurdle is sufficient space to ensure social distancing of people in 
the building at the current guideline of six feet. The school is working to 
secure additional space in modular units and/or leased space. 
 
Beyond this baseline necessity, we are also working through the complex 
logistics of setting up school procedures. This includes pod groupings that 
respect the health and safety needs of teachers, staff, and students yet 
maintain students’ relationships with their teachers; revising emergency 



plans; and coordinating with outside agencies to provide support services 
and accommodations, among many other things. Underpinning all of this is 
our unwavering commitment to social justice and equity. 
 

 
Is Stokes setting clear, science-based goals and benchmarks on re-opening 
campus for all students with a clear timeline? 
 
 Stokes School’s reopening plan are based on the most recent 
recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) and guidelines from the DC Health Department and the Office of the 
State Superintendent of Education. 
 
 
DCPS lists schools and has checkmarks indicating preparedness including 
updated HVAC systems and providing PPE for students. Does Stokes have 
similar indicators or plan to provide sufficiently protective masks for the 
children? 
 
During the quarantine period, we have invested in upgrades to the 
Brookland HVAC system. Because the East End system was recently 
renovated, the same investment was not necessary. We also have 
ionization systems at both campuses. You can learn more about those 
systems here. 
 
In addition, we have protective equipment for staff and students including 
KN95 masks, disposable and clear masks, face shields, goggles, gowns, and 
gloves. 
 

Looking to other local, 
regional, and national 
models. 
 
 

 
What are other DCI feeders and local charters doing? 
 
Information on DC charter schools’ reopening/reentry plans is available on 
the DC Public Charter School Board site. We continue to monitor the 
opening status and procedures of comparable schools, but we are modeling 
our re-entry based on local guidance, our campus constraints, and our 
model of instruction. 
 
 
Are local and national guidelines preventing the school from opening? Why 
is Stokes saying hybrid is not possible when many other schools in DC are 
implementing hybrid models? 
 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
https://coronavirus.dc.gov/
https://osse.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/osse/page_content/attachments/OSSE%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidance%20for%20Schools-COVID-19%20Recovery%20Period%2012.21.20.pdf
https://osse.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/osse/page_content/attachments/OSSE%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidance%20for%20Schools-COVID-19%20Recovery%20Period%2012.21.20.pdf
https://globalplasmasolutions.com/
https://dcpcsb.org/person-remote-or-hybrid-operating-status-dc-public-charter-schools


We have drafted several hybrid options that we will begin to implement 
this school year and continue into school year 21-22. Our plans are subject 
to change as local and federal guidance changes. At present, our physical 
spaces cannot accommodate all students and staff at six feet of social 
distancing. We will transition to full reopening once it is safe under current 
local guidance. 
 
 
Have you reached out to other schools that have taught in person 
successfully throughout the pandemic? 
 
We are part of city cohorts as well as national networks. We have been in 
regular communication with other local and national schools and school 
leaders since the onset of the pandemic.  Recently, Stokes School’s Director 
of Operations visited schools in DC that opened to see first-hand best 
practices. Our leadership team is also working with several consultants 
through the DC Public Charter School Board and OSSE to mitigate risk and 
ensure the safest reentry possible for students and staff. 
 

Guidelines from 
various organizations: 
World Health 
Organization, Centers 
for Disease Control, 
American Academy of 
Pediatrics, DC local 
government 

 
In your and Dr Harding's email, you note that our requests depend on 
factors outside of our control. In the town hall, could you please address 
what guidelines we are waiting on and from what governing body?  
 
Stokes School’s Board of Trustees and administration draw guidance from 
the Centers of Disease Control and local agencies DC Health and the Office 
of the State Superintendent of Education. While we share these entities’ 
commitment to the importance of opening schools as quickly and safely as 
possible, factors specific to our school buildings and communities do not 
make it possible to for all students and staff to fully reenter the buildings at 
this time. 
 
Our significant barriers are achieving adequate staffing and having space to 
accommodate students at the current recommendation of social distancing 
at six feet.  
 
As the recommendations from the CDC and OSSE for six-foot distancing are 
changed, as local community spread metrics improve, and/or as we acquire 
alternative spaces where we can accommodate more students, we will 
update our plans. 
 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
https://coronavirus.dc.gov/
https://osse.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/osse/page_content/attachments/OSSE%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidance%20for%20Schools-COVID-19%20Recovery%20Period%2012.21.20.pdf
https://osse.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/osse/page_content/attachments/OSSE%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidance%20for%20Schools-COVID-19%20Recovery%20Period%2012.21.20.pdf


Reopening models 
 

 
Why can’t we try at least a hybrid option where our kids attend school two 
days a week? This would allow for teachers to limit the number of students 
they would have contact with in half and they could socially distance.  
 
If conditions continue as they are now, we plan to bring Pre-K and 
kindergarten students in in a hybrid model this spring.  
 
We will follow a hybrid model this fall if conditions remain stable and we 
can acquire adequate space and staff. 
 
 
Why can’t the school commit to reopening in the fall when most teachers 
who want the vaccine will be vaccinated, provided the case rate stays in the 
moderate range as determined by CDC? 
 
We are committed to opening in the fall however, we still have facility 
constraints.  As social distancing guidelines and community spread 
conditions shift, we will update our plans accordingly. 
 

 

 

Section 2: Mitigation strategies. 

Social Distancing 
 
 

 
Why must it be 6 feet? Other entities say 3 feet is sufficient. 
 
Stokes School follows guidance from the CDC, DC Health, and OSSE. 
 
 
How will scholars and staff maintain social distancing during meals? 
 
To the greatest extent possible given the weather, students will eat outside 
spaced six feet apart. When students must eat indoors, they will eat in their 
classrooms at desks spaced six feet apart. When possible, windows will be 
open.  
 

Testing 
 
 
 
 

 
What has Stokes put in place to ensure enough testing capacity to limit 
potential spread? How frequently will staff or scholars have access to 
testing? 
 
Stokes has a partnership with Elaine Ellis Center of Health to do COVID-19 
testing on site. The operational team, plus a few other staff members, are 
getting tested every two weeks. 
 



Stokes School is also partnering with Mirimus Lab in Brooklyn, NY to run 
saliva pool testing for our teachers and students on a weekly basis. We are 
aiming to test 30% of staff and students. Families will give consent to 
testing through the In-Person Scholar Agreement.   
 

Vaccination for adults 
 
 
 
 

 
Are vaccines mandatory for staff? Why are you waiting for vaccination 
when the CDC says that is not necessary? 
 
Vaccines are not mandatory for staff. We are encouraging staff to get 
vaccinated and providing information and support on how and where they 
can receive vaccinations. The vast majority of staff indicated that they 
would consider returning in person only when they have received both 
doses of the vaccination, however.  
 
Staff who have volunteered to proctor NWEA assessments or who will be 
returning to supervise on-site students were invited to make a vaccination 
appointment through the One Medical. Approximately 63 staff are in this 
process as of February 18. The first eligible members of staff will complete 
this process in mid-March. 
 
Staff members not part of the group returning in person this spring had the 
opportunity to register for vaccinations and be placed on a waitlist through 
Elaine Ellis Health Center. Those vaccines are on an as-available basis. Other 
staff will pursue vaccination through community portals. 
 
 
Will the school require all staff to get vaccinated by the start of the 2021-22 
school year?  Is the school incentivizing staff to get a vaccination? 
 
The school will not require staff to get vaccinated but will encourage and 
support staff vaccinations by providing information on access as well as 
time off for vaccination appointments. 
 
 
Do you agree that with full vaccination of all adults (staff, parents), classes 
for kids can resume with lesser measures and less social distancing, given 
the lower risk the virus poses to kids? 
 
We will continue to follow CDC and local guidelines and respect the safety 
of our staff members. As such, vaccination is a piece of the puzzle—as are 
masking, social distancing, and personal hygiene—in keeping the entire 
community safe from the virus. 
 

Vaccination for 
children 

 
Are students required to get the vaccination? 
 



At this time, the vaccine is not approved for children. Nonetheless, 
according to DC law, all scholars must be current on their ordinary vaccines 
before returning to the school in person. 
 

Personal Protective 
Equipment 
 
 

 
Do we have enough PPE? Will scholars be given masks or face shields? 
 
Below are all health and safety measures that operations have been 
completed: 

• Procured masks, face shields, hand sanitizer, hand sanitizer 
stations, and thermometers to accommodate all students and staff. 

• Procured portable hand washing stations for playgrounds at both 
campuses.  

• Procured social distancing floor stickers and posters for both 
campuses.  

• Procured plexiglass shield protectors for both campuses.  
• Procured two cordless electrostatic handheld sprayers for each 

campus.  
• Completed extensive sanitation in all spaces at both campuses.  
• Preparing and organizing classroom spaces for proper social 

distancing for when students and staff return.  
• Refurbishing the outdoor courtyard space at the Brookland campus. 
• Renovating the outdoor classroom space at the Brookland campus 

in conjunction with Anacostia Watershed Society and the DC 
Department of Energy and Environment. 

 

Contact Tracing  
What is your plan to communicate to other families if there is an exposure? 
 
The school will follow a similar procedure as notifying families of a behavior 
or injury incident at school. Families who are in contact with a student or 
staff member will be notified of the exposure, and the school will also notify 
DC Health, per existing procedures. 
 
Once the school believes our community may have been directly exposed, 
we will refer the case to DC Health for contact tracing. 
 

 

 

Section 3: School Operations 

Daily School Entry and 
dismissal Procedures 
 

What screening procedures will be in place for persons entering the 
building? Will they take everyone’s temperature?  
 

https://osse.dc.gov/page/district-columbia-immunization-policy-person-attendance
https://osse.dc.gov/page/district-columbia-immunization-policy-person-attendance


 All staff, students, and visitors must complete an online health screening 
through a Google Form prior to their arrival on campus. If the staff, student, 
or visitors doesn’t complete the health screening, then an operational staff 
member will perform a verbal health screening. Once staff, students or 
visitors arrive to the building(s) 100% temperature check is mandated. 
Visitors must be approved by the Office Manager or the Director of 
Operations. 
 
In order to reduce risk, access to the building will be limited. Families will 
drop off scholars to their assigned door entrance (assignments will be 
communicated ahead of time).  
 
A member of staff will walk the scholar to their classroom where they will 
have breakfast. As weather and social distancing conditions permit, we will 
use outdoor spaces for meals and snacks. 
 
At the end of the school day scholars will be released to a 
parent/guardian/responsible agency outside of the building. Scholars in 3rd-
5th grades who have permission to walk home unsupervised will be 
permitted to do so.   
 
Availability and details of an after-school program are not yet determined. 
 
You may view a video demonstration of the arrival procedures for East End 
and Brookland. 
 
 
Will there be rapid testing? 
 
No there will not be rapid testing. Stokes School is partnering with Mirimus 
Lab in Brooklyn NY to run high quality saliva-based PCR pool testing that is 
simple, safe and noninvasive with a rapid turnaround for results. This will 
allow us to monitor and detect COVID-19 occurrences in our campuses and 
will help prevent outbreaks. We are aiming to test 30% of teachers and 
students on a weekly basis. 
 

Ventilation 
 
  
 

 
Has the school considered bundling up children and opening windows? 
 
The school will ensure adequate ventilation through our upgraded HVAC 
systems and open windows and doors as is seasonally appropriate. 
 

Outdoor, modular 
classrooms, off-site 
instruction 
 

 
Has the school considered the use of alternate on-site classroom spaces? 
Multipurpose room, cafeteria, library, art room? 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fqaJ4BLWyLcrlMFaQxygBHtjOeScLI7F/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vkyfv0Yg1AePv3JCwyx6hPdTnHBuEKh4/view


 
 

Has the school considered the use of alternate outdoor classroom spaces? 
Garden, tents, modular classrooms? 
 
Has the school considered the use of alternate off-site classroom spaces? 
Rec centers, churches, other community spaces? 
 
Facilities constraints are a significant hurdle to safely accommodating 
students and staff in the buildings, especially at Brookland. At the current 
recommended six-foot social distancing, most classrooms at Brookland can 
accommodate six students. At East End, most can accommodate 10-12. The 
school’s operations team is conducting a thorough and ongoing assessment 
of available spaces on- and off-site, including outdoors.  
 
We are in communication with vendors regarding modular (trailer) 
classrooms at Brookland to assess feasibility given our outdoor space 
constraints. Alternately/additionally, we are in communication to 
potentially rent space nearby that could accommodate students.  
 
Spaces such as the cafeteria, multipurpose room, and library are not 
available as alternate learning spaces. In the case of the cafeteria and 
library at Brookland, these spaces are already in use, and social distancing 
will not safely permit more people to be in those areas. In other cases, we 
are not able to ensure adequate ventilation to make the spaces safe. 
 

Space for nurse’s 
station 
 

 
Can the nurse’s station be relocated to an outdoor tent structure or 
elsewhere? 
 
The school recently received approval to convert the Pre-K A classrooms at 
Brookland to a nurse’s suite with isolation room. The nurse station at the 
East End campus will not need further modification. 
 

Enrollment  
Has the school considered reducing the student body size by not taking new 
students or Pre-K3 in the coming year? 
 
No.  Stokes School is a language immersion school and research clearly 
indicate that the earlier students begin language acquisition the better.  
Children who learn other languages before age five use the same part of 
the brain to acquire the second language that they use to learn their 
mother tongue. Also, the length of time that a student is able to devote to 
learning a language has a direct and positive correlation to cognitive 
development. 
 
 
If our family switches to another school for the remainder of this year, can 
we return to Stokes in the fall? 
 



If a student disenrolls from Stokes and enrolls elsewhere, they will need to 
reenter through the MySchoolDC lottery. 
 
 
How many students have left Stokes this school year and how does this 
compare to previous school years? 
 
The number of mid-year withdrawals this year is comparable to other years. 
 

Funding  
Is the school planning to apply for funding from the Office of the State 
Superintendent of Education (OSSE) or other entities? 
 
Yes. Stokes School has applied for and received all relevant grants with 
OSSE and a number of other funders in order to facilitate the transition to 
the distance learning model, operational upgrades, and to ensure additional 
staffing. 
 
 
Can families assist with fundraising? 
 
Yes. Families may donate to the Stokes School Family Aid or General Fund. 
 

Extended year 
 
 

 
Is the school considering shifting the end of the school year or beginning of 
the next year to allow more time for outdoor instruction? 
 
The school cannot shift the school year opening date due to our Summer 
Professional Development Program for new and returning teachers that 
begins in early August. We are, however, considering extended year options 
for next school year. 
 
Information about the summer program will be available in the coming 
weeks. 
 

Student cohorts 
 
 

 
How will the cohorts/pods be determined as students return to school? 
 
The initial cohorts of students received invitations in early February 2021. A 
multi-disciplinary team developed a rubric of criteria to assess all scholars in 
terms of educational risk.  
 
We have not yet determined how pods will be grouped once we move into 
a more complete hybrid model. 
 

 

 

https://www.ewstokes.org/donations


Section 4: School Programming 

Summer Programming 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Will there be a summer program? When will it take place? Is it open to all 
students? 
 
Dates are tentatively July 6th-30th, 2021. Summer programming will be 
open to students in a weekly grade level band for grades K-5th. There will be 
outdoor activities for Pre-K students throughout the month (time and dates 
TBD). 
 
 
What is the structure of the program? 
 
The summer program will be a combination of in-person and virtual 
programing, and it will include both foundation and enrichment classes. The 
hours are still to be determined, but it will be like a summer camp. 
 
 
Will there be target language support? 
 
We hear and understand the community interest on having target language 
support available during the summer. We don’t yet know details of summer 
programming. 
 
 
Will the summer programs be free or fee-based?  
 
It will be a mixture. As in years past, the Foundations Program will be free 
for scholars while the Enrichment program will be fee-based. 
 
 
When will there be more information? 
 
We will share more information in the coming weeks. 
 
 
Will there be limitations on how many students can attend the summer 
session? 
 
We don’t know the details at this time. 
 

Additional language 
support  

 
What is the school’s plan to address the language and learning gap during 
remote learning? 
 



This year, we have restructured our language learning program under the 
new post of Director of Language Acquisition. We also hired language 
interventionists in French and Spanish who are supporting over 60 students 
who are novice or new in the language. 
 
Target language (TL) teachers will continue generating multiple 
opportunities for students to interact with the language considering 
students’ proficiency levels and where they are in the progression path 
stated by our guiding principles for language learning. The disruptions 
distance learning has brought to teaching and learning is a serious concern 
to us and we will continue using the most effective teaching practices and 
strategies to close language gaps and move students up in their levels of 
proficiency in the language.  
 
The instructional leadership team is hoping to include TL support during 
summer school, however the logistics of having additional staff on site are 
complex. During school year 2021-2022, the Instructional Leadership Team 
is considering different types of schedules, language Interventionists’ 
support, and other activities to address multi-year recovery.  
 
 Language recovery is part of the schoolwide academic recovery plan which 
will be implemented throughout the next 2+ academic years. It will entail 
comprehensive school-wide initiatives that focus on further supporting the 
immersion component of our school. We will continue providing two full 
time language interventionists during the 2021-2022 school year. We are 
working with the idea of providing additional TL hours throughout the 
school day, more TL professional development for staff, and additional 
enrichment in TL. We will continue analyzing and considering the best steps 
to follow on this recovery plan to provide our students a balance of 
knowledge in all content areas as well as support to their emotional 
stability. 
 

Specialized Education 
 

 
Students with IEPs and families with concerns about their children’s learning 
and behavioral disabilities are being denied services because, as we are 
being told, they are not possible due to virtual learning. And yet there is still 
no indication of when we will be able to access in-person learning. What are 
you going to do to ensure that students with learning and behavioral 
disabilities and families who want their students evaluated for disabilities 
are getting the services they need and have the right to receive under IDEA?  
 
During the COVID-19 public health emergency, Stokes School will make 
attempts to meet IDEA procedural timelines to the greatest extent possible, 
and to reach agreements with parents on extension of procedural timelines 
where possible. OSSE, however, recognizes that Stokes School will 
experience an unprecedented volume of workload related to IDEA 
compliance and updates to student programming upon return to normal 
operations, and this volume may begin during the phased re-opening of DC 



schools. Stokes School will resume all activities delayed by circumstances 
related to COVID-19 as soon as possible. As part of recovery planning 
efforts, Stokes School will identify delays due to student unavailability and 
consider on a student-by-student basis a reasonable timeline for 
completion of the required activity (e.g., initial evaluation, reevaluation, IEP 
revision, etc.). In doing so, Stokes School will consider the availability of 
student data, student-level recovery planning, and LEA-wide recovery 
planning activities. Stokes School will communicate anticipated timeframes 
for completion of delayed procedural activities to families. 
 

Social-Emotional  
Will the school make accommodations for scholars and teachers to gather 
for learning enrichment or social activities? 
 
Yes. The entire focus of the summer (as well as the remainder of this year 
and the return in the fall) will be on wellness and social emotional recovery, 
in addition to educational recovery. 
 

Assessments  
What is the purpose of the assessments? When and how will they take 
place? When will results be shared? 
 
We are preparing to administer the NWEA math and reading assessment to 
students beginning February 23. The purpose of the assessment is to 
accurately collect one form of data on students to assess their individual 
growth this year so that we can prepare for recovery during the summer, 
fall 2021, and in years to come.  
 
Families received information regarding scheduling of their scholar’s 
assessment day by class. Students will be in groups of five to six with a 
proctor—in many cases their classroom teacher. The two sections of testing 
will take between 30 minutes and one hour each. The remainder of the day 
will be for reviewing COVID protocol, community building, and outdoor 
time. For families who elected for their student to take the assessment in 
person, we will share more information directly. 
 
Scholars who did not opt to take the assessment in person may have the 
opportunity to take it remotely. Due to the scheduling of the in-person 
assessments, virtual assessments will take place later in the spring. If you 
have questions or concerns, please contact Julia Senerchia 
julias@ewstokes.org. 
 
NWEA information will be available through teachers later this spring. 
 
 
Will the school share NWEA scores from earlier this year with parents?  
 

mailto:julias@ewstokes.org


Please contact Ms. Julia to get a copy of fall NWEA scores. 
JuliaS@ewstokes.org 
 

Specials  
How will Specials work when we return in person? 
 
In order for our Specials teachers to work with students in different in-
person cohorts and at home, those lessons will remain virtual. 
 

 

 

Section 5: Communications 

Family Surveys  
When do you plan to survey parents again on desire and comfort with 
returning?  
 
We recently completed the intent to enroll process. While the questions 
were not detailed and the responses are non-binding, it is an indication of 
community sentiment, and the response is a requirement of all families. 
 
As of the initial deadline of Friday, February 19, there were 489 responses 
across both campuses. The largest share, 170 respondents, stated that they 
are comfortable with any schooling model in the fall. Nearly as many, 161, 
stated that they want to return in-person full time. 87 responses stated that 
they will attend only virtually, and 68 prefer a hybrid model. 
 
The reopening advisory group is working on an upcoming survey. 
 

Staff Surveys  
Have you surveyed the teachers on reopening options? 
 
A survey is ongoing at this time. We will share results once that is complete. 
 

Timing  
Will Stokes release a more detailed fall reopening plan before the 
enrollment deadline?  
 
Yes, we shared all available details in the February Townhall for parents.  
Additional details about the plans will be shared in monthly PTA meetings 
as they become available.  
 
MySchoolDC application: March 1 
MySchoolDC results: April 1 
Stokes School re-enrollment:  April 5 - April 30 
 



Frequency  
How frequently will progress be communicated with families?   
 
We will share updates approximately biweekly in newsletters. Monthly 
presentations will be made in PTA meetings 
 
 
When do you plan to have another town hall? 
 
The next townhall date is still TBD. We will share monthly updates in PTA 
meetings. 
 

Reopening Advisory 
Group 

 
Who will be on the Parent and Staff Reopening Advisory Group?  
 
We received an overwhelming response of interest to participate in the 
group. We selected a group of 18 parents and staff from Brookland and 12 
from East End. These members are a diverse representation of our 
community, comprising a range of race, background, expertise, and 
viewpoint.  
 
Members of the community who have opinions to share will still have the 
opportunity to do so. The committee will regularly share its activities and 
progress with the community and solicit feedback. 
 
 
When will the Advisory Group start meeting? 
 
The first meeting was on Thursday, February 25 at 5:30 pm. 
 

 

 

Section 6: Other 

Community assistance  
What can parents practically do to help get the school and everything ready 
for full attendance in person school in the new school year? 
 
What can we do that is in our control to be ready to open when reopening 
conditions are met?   
 
Continue to support the resilience and emotional well-being of your 
scholars. Reinforce safe COVID behaviors so that they are prepared when 
they return to the building. 
 

Items left at school  



When will we be able to pick up items left at the classroom from March 
2020? 
 
Families were contacted for those that wanted the items; they have 
scheduled a time to pick up. The Items left behind have been donated. 
 

Assessing student 
need 

 
What do we need to do to determine our child is suffering from distance 
learning? I have raised personal concerns, and my daughter’s teachers have 
as well. 
 
Families can express concern directly to their child’s teachers or to the SST 
coordinators at their respective campus.  
 
Brookland: Abbys@ewstokes.org  
 
East End: Angelicac@ewstokes.org  
 

 

mailto:Abbys@ewstokes.org
mailto:Angelicac@ewstokes.org

